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Yuma—  Sunny and partly cloudy all week with no forecasted precipi-

tation.  Highs in the mid to upper 60s and lows in the mid 40s.  Mexico 

(Culiacan)— Sunny and partly cloudy all week with no forecasted pre-

cipitation.  Highs in the mid 80s and lows in the mid 50s.  Florida, 

Southern— Mixed forecast with sunshine, partly cloudy and possible 

showers mid week and over the weekend.  Wide range in temperature 

from highs in the lower 80s and lows in the lower 40s.  Oxnard—Partly 

cloudy with highs in the low 60s and lows in the lower 50s.  Expect 

weekend showers.  Salinas—  Highs in the low 60s and lows in the mid 

40s.  Sporadic rain throughout week.    Idaho—  Partly cloudy week 

with highs in the low 20s and lows in the mid teens.   

The National Diesel Average has been recorded at $3.049 down 

$0.021 a gal from last week and down $0.112 gal from last year. NPC 

continues to monitor and track diesel fuel averages by state as well 

as reported truckload freight rates on a weekly basis. Transportation 

continues to work through its most significant structural changes in 

years in regards to new laws and regulations stressing available 

truck volume and controlling drivers. Trucks are in good supply in 

most of the country, however there is slight shortages in Eastern N. 

Carolina, California (San Joaquin Valley) &  Washington, Idaho, Ore-

gon (Columbia Basin WA) 

Follow us on Facebook! 

BLACKBERRIES 

CELERY 

CORN 

GREEN BEANS 

POTATOES 

STRAWBERRIES  

TOMATOES 

COMMODITIES ON THE RADAR:  

CARROTS  & CUCUMBERS 
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The market is steady this week. New crop Washington MFC Gala, Red Delicious, Granny Smith, and Gold-

en Delicious Apples are available. New crop Washington Fuji stocks are limited. Quality is excellent.  

The asparagus market remains steady this week and is plentiful off the east coast. Good volume coming in 

from Peru and Mexico. Quality is good from both regions. Expect the market to remain steady going into 

next week.   

SUPPLY QUALITY 

Asparagus 

SUPPLY QUALITY Apples 

Avocados 
Markets are stable and supplies are plentiful. 48’s and larger continue to be stronger than 60’s and 
smaller. Expect to see this trend hold over the coming weeks. Demand remains steady but should begin 
increasing as we move closer to the holidays. Also, foodservice demand is expected to increase. Volume 
for #2 fruit is strong and should remain that way as we progress into January. 

We are beginning to hear that supply is decreasing an expect this trend to continue in the coming 
weeks.  This situation may remain until week 6-7 of 2020. Good supplies on organics, no major is-
sues for the balance of the year. Finally, plantains still remain super tight and expected to remain 
tight until beginning of December.  

Bananas 

Berries 

SUPPLY QUALITY 

MARKET OUTLOOK 

Blackberries– ALERT: Product supply is on the rebound but is still on alert.  We expect some improvement as 
weather in South America continues to improve.  Mexico supply is light but steady and will continue to increase 
throughout December.  Expect to see a more balanced position as we approach the new year.  

Blueberries: Production out of Peru and Chile has been solid.  Expect volume to stay steady in December and 
great opportunities for promotions on blues.   

Raspberries: Supply is still steady and should remain that way with current weather patterns holding. 

SUPPLY QUALITY 

SUPPLY QUALITY 
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Quality remains very consistent with solid brix levels and good supply.  Start of the import season has 
shown larger sizing with volume in the 9/9J sizing.  Expect a stable and solid few weeks ahead. 

SUPPLY QUALITY 

Cantaloupes 

SUPPLY QUALITY 
Celery 

SUPPLY QUALITY 

Carrots 

SUPPLY QUALITY 

Corn 

MARKET OUTLOOK 

Supplies are holding steady for this week with promotable volume. Growers are anticipating a very 
good holiday pull but supply has been solid and should be able to keep up with demand.    

SUPPLY QUALITY 
Brussels Sprouts 

Good quality is reported by multiple growers and market pressure has fully released.  Supply has 
reached volume and good weather reports next week should add to excellent supply and quality.   

Supplies continue to be steady. Celery is coming from Santa Maria and Oxnard, CA. New crop celery out 
of Yuma is still two to three weeks away. Celery prices are steady, the demand has decreased the last 
week. Growers are expecting better prices next week if the trend continues.  

Extreme alert: Corn supplies are extremely limited this week.  Due to transitioning, cold weather and 
the flooding in the growing regions. Expect high markets for the next week or two. Quality is good to 
fair.    

Broccoli SUPPLY 

Supply and quality continue to be solid as desert harvested product is in full swing.  Expect to see no 
escalation and a steady supply to match steady demand.  Quality has been reported as great.   

QUALITY 

Cabbage 
Good supply for green cabbage yet red continues to be tight.  We anticipate this to re-
main moving forward over the next couple of weeks. 

QUALITY SUPPLY 

Cauliflower 

SUPPLY QUALITY 

ON THE RADAR: Jumbo carrots have begun to tighten up nationwide.  Overall sizing has slowed 
leaving supply somewhat limited due to  colder weather.  We will keep a close eye on how supply 
progresses in the coming weeks.  We have seen escalation in pricing this week.   
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SUPPLY QUALITY 
Green Beans 

Green bean prices have remained escalated after the Thanksgiving holiday.  Demand has dropped off 
some and the FOB price on beans has began to come down.  Due to limited supply, the green bean mar-
ket is still on alert, but an increase in harvesting will release some of this pressure moving forward.   
Expect this to stabilize as we continue to move through the month of December.  Quality has been re-
ported as good to excellent. 

SUPPLY QUALITY 

Grapes 

SUPPLY QUALITY 
Honeydews 

Eggplant SUPPLY QUALITY 

The market in the east is lower, while the market out west is steady this week. Demand has decreased after 
the holiday. Good supplies coming from Mexico and Florida. Good quality being reported. Expect market to 

remain steady going into next week.  

Peruvian Red Seedless—The market is up on import product reaching the high 20’s and low 30’s.  Supply 
is limited and arrival of heavier volume and varieties will not happen until after the new year.  Peru 
Green Seedless—Some Sugs and Thompson are available but overall supply is very limited and won’t 
keep up with demand.  Chilean red and green grapes will help some with supply shortage but not enough 
to keep demand at bay.   

MARKET OUTLOOK 

Chervil & basil  are limited this week due to  weather issues in the growing areas. Supplies are expected 

to improve next week. All other herbs are expected to remain steady with good quality.   

Quality remains very consistent with solid brix levels and good supply.  Start of the import season has 
shown larger sizing with volume in the 5/5J sizing.  Expect for a stable and solid few weeks ahead. 

SUPPLY QUALITY 
Herbs 

ON THE RADAR:  There’s very limited volume in Florida and the season is winding down quickly. The story 
is all about Honduras now. Very light volume has started to trickle in and there are a few more growers 
that will get rolling next week. However, full seasonal volume won’t come until January. Mexico growers 
are reeling from the effects of the heavy rain and are coming up short, especially on retail grade product. 
Ranches are already seeing mildew issues. Some were able to spray and will make a crop, but others were 
not and will be out until February. Availability will be limited for the next few weeks and quality/condition 
will not be as strong.  

Cucumbers SUPPLY QUALITY 
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SUPPLY QUALITY 

Leaf 

MARKET OUTLOOK 

SUPPLY QUALITY 

Lemons & Limes 

Markets have released and product is in good supply and in good condition.  We anticipate this to remain 
steady for the upcoming weeks.   

SUPPLY QUALITY 
Iceberg 

Supplies have remained steady.  Good quality reported with multiple growers.  

Kale 

SUPPLY QUALITY 

Supplies and quality are reported as good after the transition down to Yuma has completed.  Expect steady 
supply and overall quality to remain solid in the coming weeks. 

LIMES: Lime market and supply is currently inching up.  FOB’s on 110-200’s are near $19 and smaller fruit is 
between $16-18.  Demand has been steady and we will be closely monitoring as we move into Q1 which 
historically has a more active market.   

LEMONS: Lemons are steady this week. Very little fluctuation from last week with FOB pricing out of CA and 
AZ markets.  Smaller fruit remains more readily available; however, no supply issues have been reported 
and quality has been solid.  

Tender Leaf 
SUPPLY QUALITY 

Romaine: Romaine has fully rebounded and has seen good supply this week and can expect good supply 

in the coming weeks.  Overall quality has been good and the market has come down leaving a spread in 

pricing.  Expect for this drop to continue as the markets fully stabilize.   

Green Leaf/ Red Leaf/ Butter (Boston) Lettuce: Product has been in good supply and also good quality.  

With good weather on the 10-day forecast, we expect to continue to see good volume on green and red 

leaf in the coming weeks. 
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Peppers, Chili 

SUPPLY QUALITY 

MARKET OUTLOOK 

With both coasts in the game, Florida is possibly at its peak of the late Fall plantings. More growers have 
come online this week and supply is strong. Quality is overall good, but there continue to be pesky hit 
and miss reports of bruising. Looking ahead, we will see less peppers in FL after the first of the year, as 
acreage is reduced. Despite the prior weather, Mexico producers have been bringing a steady stream of 
product to the border. That being said, we are seeing quality issues in open field product while growers 
make the transition to shade house crops.   

The chili pepper market is steady this week with good supplies in the east and west. Jalapeno, Anaheim, 
Poblano peppers, and tomatillos are in good supply with good quality. Serrano peppers are lighter this 
week. Good demand and good quality. Expect the markets to remain steady into next week.   

SUPPLY QUALITY 
Oranges 

SUPPLY QUALITY 
Pears 

SUPPLY QUALITY 

Peppers, Bell 

Barts are now available with sizes peaking on 100/110/120ct.  New crop Washington D’Anjou are avail-

able and quality is excellent.  

SUPPLY QUALITY 

Onions This market  remains steady and is slightly lower markets than what suppliers were anticipating.  Medium 
size is a soft spot in the market with heavy volume and FOBs around $5. Jumbo’s are between $6-6.50 
while Colossal’s are $7-8.  Red’s are following suit and have shown an overall softer market.  Nothing is 
indicating a sudden shift with the current trend on onions. 

California navels have remained in full swing and are showing volume across the board.  All sizes are in 
excellent supply.  Market price and FOB’s have remained consistent over the past two weeks.  Florida 
has seen cooler evenings recently which has helped with color and flavor as the season moves forward.  

SUPPLY QUALITY Onions, Green 

Supplies are steady this week, growers are anticipating a bigger demand for Green Onions as we con-
tinue through the Holiday. Expect the market to remain steady or increase slightly due to higher de-
mand. 
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SUPPLY QUALITY 

Strawberries 

Squash 

EXTREME ALERT: Fresh potato shipments from the 2019 crop are likely to fall 11.19 million cwt short of 2018 

movement. Expected shipments would be the lowest in modern history.  Russet table potato prices have 

exceeded year-earlier values by an average of 70.6% in past years when fresh shipments have fallen more 

than 5% short of year-earlier movement. The potato market is steady from last week but still on EXTREME 

alert.  Cold weather is forecasted all week and weekend with temperatures likely not to exceed 19 degrees.  

With extended periods of extreme cold, suppliers will begin to see issues on storage product.  We recom-

mend flexibility on sizing to get through the holidays and we will continue to monitor the situation and keep 

you updated on this unprecedented market.  

SUPPLY QUALITY 

Potatoes 

SUPPLY QUALITY 

Tomatoes 

MARKET OUTLOOK 

Production this week has been limited due to rain and cold weather holding back workers from harvesting 

berries.  Historically (7-year USDA data) late fall and early winter produces the lowest yields and production 

due to sporadic weather and transitioning growing regions.   On top of historically low production, heavy rain 

last week and showers over the weekend have quickly halted normal Santa Maria, CA production and will 

leave the CA market empty until Oxnard begins in late December or early January.  With CA production end-

ing early, the demand will lean on Florida and Mexico production but will enter a demand exceeds supply 

situation.  Florida production has begun but is a week or two behind normal schedule, leaving volumes 

light.  Mexico has had an uptick in production, but sizing has been small and overall quality has been only fair 

due to rain and humidity over the past few weeks.   

With Homestead, South FL and Plant City going, there is good squash volume in the East. Overall, quality has 
improved this week and has been good on zucchini and mostly good on yellow, aside from issues on fruit 
from older fields. There is rain in the forecast, so we could see a short-term setback in harvests and some 
effects on quality going into next week. In the West, we are seeing quality and production issues from Main-
land Mexico on all soft squashes. With some better weather patterns in the forecast, we hope to see a slight 
increase in the numbers over the next few weeks.  

This category is under an extreme alert. Demand is up of course due to the holidays and supply is extremely 

low. There was less acreage plant-ed in both FL and MX due to the uncertainty of the suspension agree-

ments / tariffs during planting season, etc. That along with weather conditions from heat to rain and every-

thing mother nature has to throw in the mix have affected crops in both FL & MX. In the midst of transition, 

multiple regions are gapping which is causing markets to skyrocket past $30 FOB on romas and rounds; we 

have even seen $37 FOB today. Grapes are getting tight as well, cherries are rising as they see increased de-

mand as an alternative there. Multiple suppliers have already enacted AOG’s or are discussing the possibility 

of having to call such action in the coming days. We highly recommend opening spec when requested to 

ensure product availability.  

SUPPLY QUALITY 

Pineapples 

We are expecting volumes to remain healthy until the end of the year with the fruit trending large.  

SUPPLY QUALITY 
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MARKET OUTLOOK 

If you have any specific questions or concerns on any commodities not mentioned in this report, please feel free to reach out 

to dforsythe@nproduce.com and we will be happy to give you those current market conditions. Also look for our Spanish 

version that will be released on Monday. Have a great week!                             

MARKET OUTLOOK 

Statement on new findings and current status of the romaine lettuce E. coli O157:H7 outbreak investigation 

FDA STATEMENT December 12, 2019  

Today, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration is providing an update on our investigation of an outbreak of E. coli O157:H7 illnesses linked 
to romaine lettuce. The FDA takes our responsibility of protecting the public from unsafe food very seriously and is committed to provid-
ing the public with more information as it becomes available. 

Outbreaks Reported: Early on, based on test results provided by the Maryland Department of Health, our investigation pointed to farms 
in Salinas, California, as potential sources of contaminated romaine lettuce based on the initial, limited number of reported illnesses. The 
FDA, in partnership with the California Department of Public Health and the California Department of Food and Agriculture, rapidly mobi-
lized in November to concurrently deploy inspection teams to the farms identified through the initial traceback investigation. The on-site 
investigations at these farms included collecting a wide-variety of samples for lab testing, including water, soil, soil amendments, scat and 
swab samples. While the majority of these samples tested negative for the outbreak strain, final results are pending and the Wisconsin 
Department of Health Services recently reported that it had isolated E. coli O157:H7 from a particular bag of pre-washed, chopped ro-
maine lettuce. The FDA has also been tracking two additional and separate outbreaks of E. coli O157:H7. 

Earlier this week, the FDA, U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency announced an 
outbreak linked to Fresh Express Sunflower Crisp Chopped Salad Kits. To date, the CDC reported eight confirmed cases in the U.S. across 
three states associated with this cluster of illnesses.The Public Health Agency of CanadaExternal Link Disclaimer also reports 24 cases in six 
Canadian provinces. 

Concurrently, the FDA has been working with health officials in Washington State regarding an outbreak of E. coli O157:H7 associated with 
romaine consumption at a local restaurant chain. Washington State officials reported 10 confirmed and three probable cases in this out-
break with all reports of exposure in early to mid-November. It should be noted; these are currently being considered as three separate 
outbreaks caused by three different strains of E. coli O157:H7.  

Traceback convergence: Because of the expansive nature of these outbreaks, our investigation remains a complicated work in progress, 
and it is too soon to draw definitive conclusions. The FDA, CDC and our state partners have identified a common grower between each of 
the outbreaks, which is a notable development. 

This finding reinforces our earlier traceback results. It’s still too early to conclusively determine whether other sources may have also been 
involved in the outbreaks. However, progress is being made, and the FDA is actively investigating other traceback leads identified to deter-
mine if we can triangulate a more precise location of the contamination. We will provide updates to the public as further information be-
comes available. 

• Issues critical to the investigation  

• The challenges with traceback  

• Preventive measures more important than ever  

• A new era of smarter food safety 

Click here for the full article: https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/statement-new-findings-and-current-
status-romaine-lettuce-e-coli-o157h7-outbreak-investigation  

mailto:dforsythe@nproduce.com
https://www.fda.gov/food/outbreaks-foodborne-illness/investigation-e-coli-o157h7-outbreak-linked-romaine-salinas-california-november-2019
https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/news/releases/121019a.htm
https://www.fda.gov/food/outbreaks-foodborne-illness/investigation-e-coli-o157h7-outbreak-linked-salad-mix-november-2019
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/public-health-notices/2019/outbreak-e-coli-salad-kits.html
http://www.fda.gov/about-fda/website-policies/website-disclaimer
https://www.kingcounty.gov/depts/health/communicable-diseases/disease-control/outbreak/evergreens.aspx
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/statement-new-findings-and-current-status-romaine-lettuce-e-coli-o157h7-outbreak-investigation
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/statement-new-findings-and-current-status-romaine-lettuce-e-coli-o157h7-outbreak-investigation

